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AIA NEW YORK STATE, AN ORGANIZATION OF 
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 
CELEBRATES 2021 HONOR AWARD RECIPIENTS 
   
 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
The American Institute of Architects New York State (AIANYS) recognized  
the 2021 Honor Award recipients during a virtual ceremony held on  
January 20, 2022. 

AIA New York State’s prestigious annual Honor Awards celebrate emerging 
professionals, architects, firms and educators throughout New York State that  
have contributed significantly to the profession and practice of architecture and  
to the AIA. 

AIANYS President Illya Azaroff, FAIA, said, “It is important to recognize individuals 
and firms that advocate, educate and promote the profession of architecture. I 
applaud these individuals for what they have invested and achieved within the 
architecture profession and community.” 

AIANYS Executive Vice President Georgi Ann Bailey, said, “On behalf of AIANYS, I 
congratulate all of the well-deserved recipients. Their tireless efforts and passion 
for the profession is inspiring.”   

The 2021 Honor Awards recipients are: 

The Young Architect Award, recognizing notable contributions and 
accomplishments to the architecture profession by a young architect member in 
New York State, was presented to Talisha L. Sainvil, AIA. 

Talisha, Principal of her own Brooklyn-based firm, 40 Six Four Architecture | 
Design Studio, is an active member of AIA Brooklyn where she is the Immediate 
Past Co-Chair of the AIA Brooklyn Emerging Professionals committee, Founding 
Chair of the AIA Brooklyn Women in Architecture Committee, current Chair of the 
AIA Brooklyn Communications Committee, AIA Brooklyn Chapter Secretary and 
Editor-in-Chief of the AIA Brooklyn Publication: PYLON. In 2021, Talisha was 
elected as the President-Elect of the New York Chapter of the National 
Organization of Minority Architects (NOMA) and appointed to Community Board 14 
by the Brooklyn Borough President and NYC Mayor Eric Adams, where she serves 
as a Land Use expert on the Community Environment Committee. 

The Associate Award, recognizing notable contributions and accomplishments by 
an intern or associate member of AIA New York State, was presented to Tannia 
Chavez, International Assoc AIA.  

A Project Manager for OMFPE Consulting in New York City, Tannia drew from her 
own experience of feeling isolated as an international architect settling into New 
York. Tannia gravitated toward building community after finding a peer group with 
AIA Emerging Professionals. Her collaboration across chapters led to service within 
AIA New York State and currently serves as an Associate Director and New York 



State Representative to the National Associates Committee where she focuses on 
combatting the isolation of emerging professionals through podcasts, written and 
social media. She is active with her local Community Board and linked back to her 
roots through the Pan-American Biennial of Architecture of Quito. 

The Frederic Schwartz Community Development Award, recognizing projects 
and individuals who have a substantial impact on the built environment within the 
various localities of New York State, or on the State as a whole, was presented to 
Ben Harrison, AIA. 

Ben, currently an architect for Putnam County, has had a substantial impact on the 
built environment within New York State working on projects in different cities in 
the healthcare, education, institutional, and commercial markets. Ben collaborates 
with professional consultants, specialists, contractors and members of various 
trades, creating standard equipment callouts, and proposing energy efficiency 
improvements to develop County standards. This process has developed into 
results that include the renovation of two 6, 000 s.f. Senior Centers, each which 
had ribbon cutting ceremonies within a year of each other, the renovation of the 
County’s Golf Course and multiple County departments being enhanced and 
modified.  

The Educator Award, recognizing notable contributions and accomplishments by 
an architectural educator in New York State, was presented to William Gati, AIA. 

William Gati, Founder and Principal of Architecture Studio in Kew Gardens, NY, 
and an accomplished composer and musician, also finds time to be an adjunct 
professor at the New York Institute of Technology on Long Island. Over the course 
of his tenure, William has taught courses that have touched the lives of countless 
students. William sees his expertise as an opportunity to be a mentor to former 
students and peers, joining the advisory board of a local High School in Ozone 
Park, for Construction Trades, Engineering, and Architecture. As Chair of the AIA 
Queens Chapter Scholarship Committee, he was a vital member of the transition 
team to establish a Queens Foundation for Architecture organization that could 
continue the fundraising work behind the scholarships awarded to High School and 
College students.  

The Firm Award, recognizing notable achievements in design, community service, 
education and service to the profession and to the AIA by an architectural firm 
within New York State, was presented to MBB Architects. 

MBB Architects’ innovative and inclusive nature extends beyond its designs into its 
practice. As a women owned firm located in New York City, MBB is a leader in 
advancing equity and leadership opportunities for women and underrepresented 
groups within its practice, and by participating in mentoring programs such as the 
AIANY Chapter's TORCH and Civic Leadership programs, as well as with City Tech, 
and the Architectural League. Outside of the profession, MBB is committed to 
supporting communities in New York where design can make real, positive change. 
Beyond their impressive work with the New York School Construction Authority, 
several parks with the NY State Parks Department, MBB continues to provide pro-
bono work to local organizations such as office redesigns for Concrete Safaris and 
the Collaborative Research Project with Medgar Evers College. 



The Matthew W. Del Gaudio Award, acknowledging achievements by member 
architects and community leaders for their many accomplishments, service, and 
commitment to advancing the profession of architecture, was presented to Willy 
Zambrano, AIA.  

The Founder and Design Principal in Charge at Zambrano Architectural Design 
located in Freeport, LI, Willy has devoted his entire professional career to his 
community, his profession and the next generation of architects, pushing the 
boundaries of the architect’s role to be “at the table.” Willy has been a long-
standing, active AIA member, participating and leading at the local, state and 
national levels. As an officer and President of the Queens Chapter, he co-founded 
the AIA Brooklyn + Queens Design Awards, established the chapter’s Urban Design 
Committee to improve public spaces in the borough and served as chapter advisor 
in the NYC Planning Commission’s 2011 NYC Zoning Resolution Amendment. At 
the state level, Willy has led delegation at Lobby Day, rallied to oppose changes to 
the Landmark Commission’s review process, co-chaired AIA’s QUAD conference 
and served as AIANYS Vice President of Education. Willy’s involvement on the AIA 
Strategic Council Best Practice Committee’s Diversity Sprint and the 
Communications Committee has been instrumental to regional and local 
components. In 2020, he incorporated AIANYS Technology Group into the digital 
transformation conversation and co-led a three-part online seminar series on the 
future of architecture and digital transformation. 

 
The James William Kideney Award, the highest award bestowed on a member, 
recognizing a lifetime of notable contributions by an architect to the profession, the 
professional society, and the community, was presented to Kelly Hayes McAlonie, 
FAIA. 

The Director of Campus Planning at the University at Buffalo, Kelly has dedicated 
her career to educational architecture, advocating for the profession and making it 
accessible to the community. Kelly founded Architecture + Education, an AIA 
National-award winning program; serves on the Richardson Center Corporation 
Board of Directors and collaborated with Despina Stratigakos and Mattel, Inc. in 
2011, to design and launch “Barbie I Can Be… Architect.” Kelly is collaborating with 
the Trailblazing Women of Western New York to create a landmark celebrating 
women leaders from the region, most notably, Louise Bethune. She is writing a 
biography of Louise Bethune, the first professional woman architect, and has spent 
the last fourteen years researching her life and career. "Louise Bethune: Every 
Woman Her Own Architect" is scheduled for a 2022 publication. For over 20 years, 
Kelly has been an active member and leader of the AIA. As President of AIA 
Buffalo/WNY in 2008 and AIA New York State in 2012, she led strategic efforts for 
both components with a focus on member value and community engagement. For 
AIANYS, this resulted in an actively engaged staff and fully invested board of 
directors focused on four portfolios: Inform, Share, Influence and Belong. She 
founded and developed the Excelsior Awards, a program that celebrates New York 
State public architecture projects and as a leader on the national AIA Strategic 
Council, worked to transform architectural education for future generations. 

AIANYS is the state component of the American Institute of Architects and is composed 
of 13 statewide chapters representing over 9,000 architecture professionals.  


